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Fall 2015

Welcome to
The View

Summer left us spinning from the whirlwind
of apartment sales (see page 2 for newbies), but
we have all been enjoying the diverse and
wonderful new personalities joining the family
of Ardenwoods. With cooler months just ahead
and the promise of being 100% sold, we can all
take a deep breath and enjoy a satisfying exhale
as everyone settles in.

Janice Husk, Editor

Merritt Roach is a prominent exhibitor and award winner
in juried art shows. She moved to Ardenwoods in June of
2015. The gorgeous pastel in the upper left corner is just
one of many stunning pieces displayed at the exhibit and
reception welcoming Merritt to the community. See next
page for more about Merritt.
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of...

Falling Up
Jake Rightmyer, Executive Director

As we quickly move into the fall season here in
Western North Carolina, we start to notice the vibrant
colors that come along with the change. As you
probably know by now, lots of change has taken place
on our campus as well. For one, we’re celebrating a
successful year of growth. We’ve had a multitude of new
residents join our campus this year, and just like the
colors of fall, they come to us from all different places
and walks of life. Put all of those vibrant people
together, and you have Ardenwoods.

Now for me, fall, also is a time for new beginnings.
For me, it’s a new football season. For some it’s a new
school year, and for most all of us it’s another reminder
that the holidays are almost here again ... yikes. With
the beginning of new things also comes exciting
challenges. I can’t wait to solve the challenges we’ll be
faced with because of all the growth and new
developments on our campus. As always, fresh ideas
are welcome.

I wish you all a blessed season.



Welcome Anna
Echter, Roberta Martin,
David & Barbara Nixon,
Evelyn Rich, ViVi
Simons, and Jim &
Sharyl Vedder. News

Community

The portrait of Merritt’s mother captured a
lot of attention as the two share a striking
resemblance. Above, Annette Leuthold
and Merritt discuss the portrait details.

Activity committee members hosted a
reception for Merritt and took turns serving
at the very popular white wine sangria
station. Megan Toups, our dining services
manager, made the sangria extra special
for the occasion. Above, Shirley Morrow
takes her turn serving.

Local poet, Dr. Tina Barr, spent a lovely
afternoon with us reading from her recently
published book of poetry. Dixie Fisher (L) got
to chat with her at the book signing.

Another successful highlight of the season
was the one-woman show by former
Alliance Theater actress, Brenda Bynum (L).
Bynum put together “Jordan Is So Chilly: An
Encounter with Lillian Smith” based on
writings by the author of Strange Fruit (1944).
We had Sandra Deer, Brenda’s close friend
and colleague, to thank for arranging the
performance. Brenda and Sandra had a
toast at the reception.

During the “Sisters” number of the
Ardenwoods Singers On Broadway concert,
Joy Lee Eppes, John David Stewart, Rufus
Fisher and Janet Mitchell made us all laugh;
the men were especially a hoot. See next
page for the entire cast.



Coloring for Adults is a fad sweeping the
globe, and many ladies at Ardenwoods
were hooked after the first session. The
group meets regularly on Sunday
afternoons from 2 to 3:30 p.m. in the
creative arts studio. Newcomers are
invited to stop by and check it out. Stress
relief is just one of the many health
benefits of coloring. Think it is childish?
You’ve never seen coloring books like this
before!

Ina Grebe (L) and Carol Boyd were pretty
amazed by Dona Marie Nelson’s (seated)
colored pencil collection. The workbooks
were very intriguing as well with lots of
really cool designs.

With a little encouragement, Elsie Happe
(R) showed us her coloring masterpiece.
Carol Boyd was impressed with both Elise’s
finished product and Judy Jedwill’s
(seated) work in progress.

Ardenwoods is blessed to have many
talented residents in the community. To
our extraordinary photographer list we
have added Lillian Meiggs. Above, Linda
Kelly (R) and Lillian make the final
selections for her first photographic exhibit,
entitled “Nature’s Beauty as seen at
Ardenwoods.” This exhibit is still on display.

Above, Kitty and Oris Crout
polished off monster ice cream
sundaes during one of many
warm weather events.

Ralph Stalnaker was the big
winner of the 2015 July 4th
Putting Contest. It was a tough
competition this year, as many
contestants were experienced
golfers!

Many thanks to Janet Mitchell
(L) and Joanne Nisbet (R) for
leading the 60-Day Challenge.
38 residents did their part, along
with other participating LCS
communities, to accumulate
over 100,000 exercise hours
during the challenge. Not only
did the communities collectively
beat that number, they more
than doubled it. As promised for
meeting the goal, LCS made a
$10,000 donation to the Walk to
End Alzheimer’s. Great job!

SAVE THE DATE!
WALK TO END ALZHEIMER’S

SATURDAY, SEPT. 19,
Bus departs at 8:30 a.m. sharp!The Ardenwoods Singers’ On Broadway concert was a wonderful summer success. This

is the second choral production by co-directors Shirley Morrow and Penny Mattice.
The idea for the colorful backdrop was conceived by Penny and constructed with the
help of program assistant Linda Kelly.




